Philosophy And Memory Traces Descartes To
Connectionism
course title: philosophy and memory - course title: philosophy and memory description: memory is at or
near the core of what we take to be essential for understanding the distinctive capacities of the human mind.
memory of one sort or the other is required to explain everything that we have learned ubuntu
philosophymory and reconciliation - ubuntu philosophymory and reconciliation professor dani w. nabudere
the context the african philosophy of ubuntu (humanness) has recently come into focus. more especially, as a
result of the political developments in south africa and the call made by president thabo mbeki for an `african
renaissance.' the search for an african new directions in the philosophy of memory - otago - new
directions in the philosophy of memory 25–26 october 2016 university of otago philosophy department
seminar room 117 union street east organizer: kourken michaelian kourken.michaelian@otago supported by a
grant from the humanities division, university of otago. collective identity and collective memory in the
... - collective identity and collective memory in the philosophy of paul ricœur david j. leichter bryant &
stratton college despite its pervasiveness in both academic and political discourses, or more likely because of
it, the concept collective memory has been notoriously difficult to define. the reason memory and morals in
hume at the movies george bragues - film-philosophy, 12.2 september 2008 bragues, george(2008)
‘memory and morals in memento: hume at the movies’, memory and personal identity - william bechtel's
web - memory and personal identity the memory theory of personal identity • john locke asked: “wherein
memory consists?” – not sameness of soul or body – but “as far as . . . consciousness can be extended
backwards to any past action or thought, so far reaches the identity of that person” • idea of self-identity
defined in terms of ... mental time travel and the philosophy of memory - memory and develop them in
the context of the mental time travel view. i conclude by suggesting that the intersection of the philosophy of
memory and research on mental time travel not only provides new perspectives to think about traditional
philosophical questions, but also new questions that have not been explored before. theories of personal
identity - department of philosophy - 1 dialogue on personal identity & immortality& immortality theories
of personal identity • same soul theory: a person at one time is the very same person as a person at a later
time if and only if they have the very same immaterial soulvery same immaterial soul. john locke s theory of
p i - philosophy ideas - 2. memory is merely a test of personal identity over time, not its essence 3. locke's
theory is a slippery slope which will eventually totally lose the concept of personal identity 4. if the concept of
a fixed personal identity is relaxed, the concept of responsibility is fatally undermined 5. personal identity:
physical and psychological continuity ... - personal identity: physical and psychological continuity theories
a first distinction in order to understand what is at issue in personal identity, it is important to distinguish
between numerical identity and qualitative identity. throughout life, we change what we are like as people.
toward a foucaultian epistemology of resistance: counter ... - toward a foucaultian epistemology of
resistance: counter-memory, episte-mic friction, and guerrilla pluralism josé medina, vanderbilt university
abstract: in this paper i argue that foucaultian genealogy offers a critical ap-proach to practices of
remembering and forgetting which is crucial for resisting op-pression and dominant ideologies. hume on
personal identity - rintintinlorado - thus, hume notes that locke was correct when he said that memory has
something to do with identity—for, we would never be able to infer causation if we had no memories. however,
locke confused the means of inferring identity with identity itself. the tool by which we discover identity cannot
be identity, however. 4. philosophy major /m inor distributive requirements - philosophy major /m inor
distributive requirements department of philosophy university of maryland, college park department of
philosophy first floor, skinner building university of maryland, college park college park, md 20742
metaphysics and epistemology phil209i spooky action at a distance phil209k time in philosophy, fiction &
science phil209n know thyself philosophy as schooled memory - allofliferedeemed - philosophy as
schooled memory by calvin seerveld once upon a time, to separate reformational thinkers from ideologues,
hart took to speaking of philosophy as a tool. i heard h. evan runner use this terminology a couple times,
hesitatingly, back in the 50s too. one still comes across this perspective occasionally, which is saying
something like ...
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